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Real-Time,  
Remote Data Collection  
for Agile Deployment  
of Infectious Disease Trial
How a leading pharma rapidly deployed 
Clinical ink eSource for clinical trial success

THE CHALLENGE

A leading pharma company was planning a Phase III 
trial for a SARS-CoV-2 prophylactic therapy. They needed 
to evaluate post-exposure prophylaxis and preemptive 
treatment in 1,000+ patients at 82 sites. The challenges: 
patients were over the age of 60, lived in long-term care 
facilities, and were unable to make off-site clinic visits due 
to possible virus exposure. Because televisits were not a 
feasible alternative, the trial required collection of data 
from the patients in these facilities, including supporting 
information such as audiovisual materials and images. 
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THE SOLUTION

Flexible and adaptable eSource solution to 
simplify complexities of remote data capture 

Clinical ink set a plan in motion that would allow for remote 
collection of data and direct digitization of miscellaneous 
supporting materials. Because internet access conditions 
at the numerous long term care facilities (LTCF) across the 
country were initially uncertain, a solution that could work 
both on- and off-line was paramount. 

With their eSource solution, Clinical ink provided traveling 
coordinators and nurses the data collection functionality 
and flexibility they needed, regardless of internet status or 
location. Additional features included edit checks to ensure 
data was entered completely, while the coordinator was 
still with the patient. 

The solution also enabled collection of data from a variety 
of sources. These included handwritten notes and tablet-
based photographs of drug dispensation records, which 
were all recorded within the electronic source tool.  
Barcode readers were provided to facilitate record keeping. 

To simplify adoption and support adherence, forms 
and instruments were set up in a format coordinators 
were familiar with. Because the eSource data collection 
technologies were new to many, training was interactive 
and modular to avoid overwhelming busy sites. Easily 
accessible technical support included chat, live help,  
and email. 

Clinical ink’s agile deployment model accelerated  
study readiness with rapid-response and collaborative  
user acceptance testing, decreasing timelines  
and patient burden. 
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Clinical ink is the global life science company that brings data, technology, and patient science together. 

Our deep therapeutic-area expertise, coupled with Direct Data Capture, eCOA, eConsent, telehealth, 
neurocognitive testing, and digital biomarkers advancements, drive the industry standard for data precision 
and usher in a new generation of clinical trials.

By harnessing digital data, we power sponsors, CROs, researchers, and patients to recenter decentralized 
trials and rewrite the clinical development experience.
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THE RESULT

• Study deployed in 10 weeks

• Patients participated without leaving the long-term 
care facilities, curtailing virus transmission 

• Direct data capture enabled the sponsor to access 
data in real time and eliminated the need for 
transcription or source  document verification (SDV) 

• Image capture capability, including source notes, 
allowed extreme flexibility from a results standpoint 

• Device provision to traveling coordinators was 
specifically  assigned to users, facilitating ALCOA+ data 
integrity and absolute attribution 

• Tablet use, in comparison to PCs, allowed quality 
interaction with patients and easy cleaning

• Stylus-based entry allowed conversion of handwriting  
to machine numbers and information, and supported 
the use of gloves 

HOW CLINICAL INK IMPROVES  
INFECTIOUS DISEASE TRIALS

The use of Clinical ink eSource DDC, ePRO, and eCOA 
technologies is crucial to generate data Sponsors 
and CROs can access in real time, enabling near 
immediate availability for teams to rapidly respond  
to changes in patients’ status. SDV is eliminated as  
edit checks allow on- or off-line, in-form and cross-
form/cross-visit alerts and calculations (derivations, 
scoring, etc.), all done at the time of direct entry  
— which is absolutely critical in these cases. 

In addition to advanced data capture approaches,  
offering a flexible patient journey by providing dynamic 
and flexible tools to patients and sites is key to assuring 
a better and easier patient experience. Studies like this 
highlight the benefits of being able to meet patients  
where they are, but you can also be certain that your 
protocol is being executed correctly, and that patients  
are engaged and adherent.

BENEFITS OF CLINICAL INK  
eSOURCE TECHNOLOGY

• Clinical ink eSource solution includes: DDC, eCOA, 
ePRO, eConsent, wearables and sensors, and 
direct capture of other clinical information  
such as vital signs, ECG, blood or urine screens 

• Direct digitization of source data: No transcription, 
no source data verification

• Real-time data delivers peace of mind  
for confident decisions

• Tablet can work offline

• Real-time edits improve data quality
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